LEVERAGING TECHNOLOGY FOR SUCCESS

Reaping the Benefits of Automation
Raymond James CE and Registration
Renewal Portal

THE CHALLENGE
To better support their financial advisors (advisors) in maintaining their provincial life insurance licenses and annual IIROC
registration renewal as well as their FINRA registrations
and Snowbird exemptions, Raymond James (RJL) needed a
solution to deliver and track their registered financial advisors
continuing education (CE) requirements across all Canadian
provinces.
Historically, RJL was storing advisor CE and licensing data
in spreadsheets and communicating by email. This was both
a labor intensive and error prone manner to track and report
for over 1,000 registrants. Compounding the challenge,

each Canadian province had different continuing education
and licensing requirements for insurance agents as well as
many exemptions to rules.
To identify a partner who could assist in defining and automating its CE Tracking and IIROC registration process, RJL
authored and published a request for proposal (RFP). Several
responding vendors were chosen for onsite presentations
and demonstrations. RJL’s Operations and registrations team
then chose Pinpoint Global Communications (Pinpoint) to
be their LMS vendor. Pinpoint translated RJL’s business
requirements into a solution with the following functionality:

THE SOLUTION
• System database and user population created from a nightly RJL provided data feed.
• Mapping rules to create and dynamically maintain the system’s hierarchy
• Support for white listing to configure specific users to the system
• Integrated IIROC inbound and outbound data feeds to automatically build user profiles and set
requirements for each user
• Adherence to specific Canadian CE rules including support for consecutive cycle completions, carry
forwards, exemptions and credits that span across multiple provinces
• Tracking of FINRA registration requirements with WebCRD integration
• Tracking of Snowbird exemptions for Canadian agents who have clients that live in the US for a
portion of the year
• Import of advisors’ course completions, CE Information, license information and course Information
from multiple sources
• Tracking and reporting of all advisors’ CE and license information
• An integrated reporting dashboard for real-time generation of user data

HOW IT WORKS
The Pinpoint supported CE and registration renewal portal provides
RJL’s registrants access through a SAML-based single sign-on from the
RJL advisor portal. Once logged in, registrants can access a real-time
profile of their CE and registration status, submit completions for
courses and generate certificates of completion. The system also
supports automated email notifications and deadline reminders.

“THE AUTOMATION AND
TRACKING PROVIDED BY
THE PORTAL HAS BEEN
EXTREMELY WELL RECEIVED
BY RJL’S REGISTRANTS.
NOW, IT’S AS SIMPLE AS ONE
MOUSE CLICK FOR ADVISORS
AND RJL COMPLIANCE
PERSONNEL TO REVIEW
REGISTRATION STATUS AND
TAKE ACTION ON CE AND
IIROC REQUIREMENTS”

A robust administrative console provides site administrators access to a
work queue to review and approve/deny a sundry of items, including;
course completion certificate submissions, license renewal submissions,
IIROC registration renewal submissions, FINRA renewal submissions,
snowbird renewal submissions as well as a profile editor allowing admins
to edit/update user profiles and set additional requirements in the system.
The reporting console reports on CE Status by province, certificate uploads
and completions, insurance license renewal status and IIROC credit reporting.

—Jeevan Dhamrait
Vice President, Operations
Raymond James
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A CE tracking tool displays
the user’s requirements
based on user profile and
province.

An IIROC status indicator
display the current status
of user’s IIROC registration
along with due dates for
renewal.

An insurance license
status indicator displays
the current status of the
user’s license along with
due dates for renewal.

A snowbird status indicator
displays the current status
of the user’s snowbird
registration along with
dues dates for renewal.
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